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JCW. Trusted by Talent

JCW. Verticals

JCW is a specialist provider of governance and technology professionals to the    
financial services, consulting and technology sectors. Our focus is on providing a 
quality service in a niche sector, finding the best candidates to fill your needs.

It’s been a successful year for JCW with growth across all business units, sectors, 
and teams. We’ve signed up a number of new clients and maintained our focus 
on quality. Our teams have expanded both in volume and skillset and we’re    
looking forward to a prosperous 2018. 

103% JCW GP growth from 2016 - 2017

52% JCW headcount growth 2017

45% JCW CV to IV ratio 2017 

22.5% Average fee size for JCW client

98% JCW placement volume growth 2017

52% JCW 1st IV to 2nd IV ratio 2017
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The year in governance

2017 was another growth year for the 
governance market and thus far 2018 has 
been no different. Whilst audit has by far 
been the busiest sector there’s been solid 
growth in risk disciplines, most notably 
market risk, treasury services and ALM.

The only quieter space has been The only quieter space has been 
compliance which is likely a result of the 
current administration’s stance on 
deregulating the market. That hasn’t 
stopped the intake of contractors in the 
space, particularly for AML, sanctions and 
look back projects, with many 
oorganizations still under heavy scrutiny 
from regulators.

Many firms are confident about low 
attrition rates after a profitable year, 
bonuses are looking strong with the 
exception of a few larger firms. With 
pprofitability comes growth and continued 
expansion is expected in all markets.

25%

15%

25%

40%

22%

33%

Over the past five years the candidate 
population in governance has grown rapidly population in governance has grown rapidly 
but not enough to meet demand. Last year 
our biggest growth area was audit, with 
needs growing almost 40% year on year. 
Whilst risk was consistent, compliance slowed 
significantly from its 2016 33% growth.

A growing market:

This data was collated 
from around 65,000 
governance 
professionals in 
financial services and 
averaged out to the 
nearest $1,000. 
On average this year, On average this year, 
salaries have gone up 
across the board by 
around 4% from 2016. 

National Salaries at a glance:



Days to fill: Role         
release to offer made. 

Most popular hiring    
locations by state

Average salary wise when 
switching organizations

15% 24

Most sought after skills
Candidate drivers for 
changing position

Priority Metrics
1) AML/BSA understanding
 
2) Lending Compliance Exposure

3) Alphabet Soup Regulations

4) Regulatory Examinations

5) KYC & Onboarding experience

1) New York
 
2) Los Angeles

3) Texas (Dallas)

4) Florida (Tampa)

5) Florida (Miami)  

1) Compensation

2) Organizational Instability

3) Looking for a less niche position

4) Looking to leave the industry

5) Poor work environment

Key Takeaways:
- The retail market has been increasingly unstable 
 under the current political administration. It’s 
 resulted in a large volume of the candidate 
 population looking to move due to a genuine 
 concern over the future of their organization. 
- The Retail/Community sector is more affected by 
  location than any other in this report with a salary 
 differential as much as 35% dependent on 
 location.
- Whilst bonuses are historically lower than in other 
 sectors this year there been an average increase of 
 around 3% across the board in the compliance 
 space from 2016. 
- A- Around 70% of the moves made in this space have 
 been at the junior or mid-levels.     
 

Bonus Data:
Bonus averages as a percentage of above salary

www.jcwresourcing.com

JCW works with a number of retail organizations across the country. There’s an interesting 
mix of large multinationals and smaller regional community banks included in the data set 
for this survey. If you need a more detailed analysis please do let us know. This data is 
heavily effected by region (see page 12).  

Compliance: Retail and Community Banking.
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Lowest SalaryAverage SalaryHighest Salary



Days to fill: Role         
release to offer made. 

Most popular hiring    
locations by state

Average salary wise when 
switching organizations

19% 28

Most sought after skills
Candidate drivers for 
changing position

Priority Metrics
1) AML/BSA/OFAC understanding
 
2) Monitoring and Testing

3) Regulatory Change experience

4) Regulatory affairs & Examinations

5) KYC & Onboarding experience

1) New York
 
2) California (Los Angeles)

3) Illinois (Chicago)

4) Massachusetts (Boston)

5) California (San Francisco)

1) Compensation

2) Organizational Instability

3) Looking for a less niche position

4) Work/Life Balance

5) Lack of progression

Key Takeaways:
- Corporate/Commercial banking has been by far the 
  most active sector over the past 12 months 
  with around 35% of our total openings coming 
  from the space. 
- On average salaries have increased by 5% year on 
  year due to increased competition for candidates in 
  niche a  niche areas. 
- For the first time we’ve started to see a large 
  volume of complaints in relation to work life 
  balance with 12 hours days and weekend work 
  becoming more frequent. 
- OFAC has now become the fastest moving salary  
  benchmark with an average increase for Sanctions 
  professionals of around 18% year on year for the 
  past 3 years running. 
 

Bonus Data:
Bonus averages as a percentage of above salary

www.jcwresourcing.com

JCW’s business banking space has been our most active area in the past 12 months. Whilst 
this activity has primarily been driven by the radically changing regulatory environment it’s 
worth noting that hiring has actually increased by 20% from 2016 numbers despite the 
ongoing indication of de-regulation. 

Compliance: Corporate Banking.
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Days to fill: Role         
release to offer made. 

Most popular hiring    
locations by state

Average salary wise when 
switching organizations

26% 18

Most sought after skills
Candidate drivers for 
changing position

Priority Metrics
1) Legal Compliance
 
2) Monitoring and Testing

3) Front Office Advisory

4) Control Room & Surveillance

5) Regulatory Affairds & Exams

1) New York
 
2) Massachusetts (Boston)

3) California (Los Angeles)

4) Illinois (Chicago)

5) California (San Francisco)

1) Compensation

2) Increased product expose

3) Opportunity to manage

4) Preference to move to buy side

5) Work/Life Balance

Key Takeaways:
- For most professionals in the IB space it’s all about 
  exposure when it comes to moves. Broadening   
  product knowledge in the capital markets space is 
  always the preference and a useful sell.
- Law degrees are becoming a commodity in the   
  field with the preference for an LLB up 30% from 
  last   last year. 
- The IB space has been the fastest and most 
  aggressive industry in the last 12 months with the 
  average time to fill at just 18 days. On average   
  candidates are looking at a 26% raise. 
- More and more compliance professionals are 
  starting to see IB as a stepping stone to Buy Side 
  pos  positions and as such are frequently sold on name  
  and reputation of the firm as opposed to package.

Bonus Data:
Bonus averages as a percentage of above salary

www.jcwresourcing.com

Investment banking is as popular but candidate driven as ever. The needs within the space 
have remained consistent with less frequency but a higher calibre requirement than other 
industries. Many firms are returning to the lower basic higher bonus structure of 2008 and 
before. 

Compliance: Investment Banking.
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Days to fill: Role         
release to offer made. 

Most popular hiring    
locations by state

Average salary wise when 
switching organizations

22% 24

Most sought after skills
Candidate drivers for 
changing position

Priority Metrics
1) Legal Compliance
 
2) Product Regulation Advisory

3) Surveillance Experience

4) Conflicts/Policies & Procedure

5) KYC/EDD/AML

1) New York
 
2) Connecticut

3) California (Los Angeles)

4) Illinois (Chicago)

5) Massachusetts (Boston)

1) Compensation

2) Increased product exposure

3) Work/Life Balance

4) Looking to move to Hedge Fund

5) Poor management relationships

Key Takeaways:
- The Hedge Fund space is a rapidly growing area 
  for compliance professionals with increased 
  regulatory focus and the obvious financial draws. 
  However, in recent years many are opting to stay 
  within IM/AM due to the stability of the space. 
- Whilst candidates have primarily moved for an 
  inc  increase in compensation the amount moving for 
  improved work/life balance or poor company 
  culture has been on the increase since 2016. 
- The most frequent reason for rejection at interview  
  is not experience related but more frequently a 
  lack of ability to communicate with business lines 
  on deal related issues. 
 - On  - On average salaries have maintained their 2016 
  levels but bonus have increased by around 15%

Bonus Data:
Bonus averages as a percentage of above salary

www.jcwresourcing.com

Whilst there are stark differences between regulation in the Investment and Asset 
Management space we found candidates in compliance would easily move between the two 
industries. We also included the Hedge Funds space within this data set which is a growing 
area for us. 

Compliance: Investment & Asset Management.
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Days to fill: Role         
release to offer made. 

Most popular hiring    
locations by state

Average salary wise when 
switching organizations

22% 22

Most sought after skills
Candidate drivers for 
changing position

Priority Metrics
1) Financial Crime Regulation
 
2) Compliance Technology

3) Regulatory Change

4) Risk & Compliance Analytics

5) Internal Controls knowledge

1) New York
 
2) Illinois (Chicago)

3) California (Los Angeles)

4) Florida (Miami)

5) Texas

1) The travel requirement

2) Compensation

3) Ability to pick their projects

4) Too niche a position

5) Lack of cultural fit.

Key Takeaways:
- The Big 4 hasn’t seen a lot of change in the past 
 few years from a financial perspective. It continues 
 to be a low paying option for many professionals 
 but the experience received is invaluable.
- As such, whilst there are a lot of lateral moves
 internally within the Big 4 moving to an industry  
  position will on average provide a 25% rise. 
- Industry moves are as such difficult to counter
 with only around 10% of candidates who hand in 
 their notice receiving a counter.
- Candidates very rarely dislike their position with 
 Big 4 firms, their problem usually comes down to 
 travel with a 100% requirement being 
  unsustainable for many as their families grow. 
- For junior candidates the lack of ability to pick their 
 projects is a frequent frustration but not at mid to 
 senior levels. 

Bonus Data:
Bonus averages as a percentage of above salary

www.jcwresourcing.com

The Big 4 Compliance consulting space continues to grow and is a great area for 
candidates to diversify their experience through working a range of projects with a variety 
of industries. Salary and bonus figures haven’t shifted much over the past 24 Months and 
there’s no indication this will change.

Compliance: Big 4.
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Days to fill: Role         
release to offer made. 

Most popular hiring    
locations by state

Average salary wise when 
switching organizations

18% 20

Most sought after skills
Candidate drivers for 
changing position

Priority Metrics
1) Financial Crime Regulation
 
2) Compliance Technology

3) Regulatory Change

4) Risk & Compliance Analytics

5) Internal Controls knowledge

1) New York
 
2) Illinois (Chicago)

3) Texas (Dallas)

4) California (Los Angeles)

5) Miami (Florida)

1) Compensation

2) The travel Element

3) Looking to get into Big 4

4) Lack of variety of projects

5) Too niche a position

Key Takeaways:
- It’s worth noting that the main driver for people 
 leaving this space reverts to compensation as 
 opposed to travel. Consulting firms on average  
  quote 50% travel as opposed to the Big 4’s 100%. 
- Similarly, it’s worth noting that the most sought 
 after skills are identical to the Big 4. Largely they 
  are running the same projects but for different 
 clients or in a different way.
- Consulting firms move quickly on permanent hires 
 with an average fill time of 20 days. These tend to 
 be 2 round interview processes down from an 
 average of 3 for industry and Big 4. 
- Consulting organizations on the whole tend to 
  have a very different requirement for the volume 
 of revenue generation they expect from senior 
 individuals meaning it’s an easier transition from 
 industry than it would be to enter Big 4. 

Bonus Data:
Bonus averages as a percentage of above salary

www.jcwresourcing.com

Whilst there are obvious similarities between the Big 4 and non-Big 4 organizations that 
provide the same services, it’s important to note that these firms operate in a completely 
different manner, have very different sells and manage their work force in a different way. 
As such, we give them a separate breakdown.

Compliance: Consulting (Non Big 4).
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Days to fill: Role         
release to offer made. 

Most popular hiring    
locations by state

Average salary wise when 
switching organizations

12% 28

Most sought after skills
Candidate drivers for 
changing position

Priority Metrics
1) AML/BSA/OFAC
 
2) State/Federal Compliance

3) Monitoring & Testing

4) Fraud Compliance

5) Quality Analysis & Control

1) New York
 
2) California (Los Angeles)

3) Texas (Dallas)

4) Washington D.C.

5) Florida (Tampa)

1) Compensation

2) Concerns on stability

3) Looking to diversify skills 

4) Poor work environment

5) Lack of progression available

Key Takeaways:
- Across the past 24 months we’ve seen hiring 
 activity in the compliance space for these 
 industries increase by around 10%. 
- Whilst there’s been alot of changes in regulatory 
 requirements, the main issues facing the majority 
 of organizations still surround AML.
- This is a - This is a result of a changing AML landscape with 
 the SEC increasing scrutiny of RIAs and AML 
 programs, as well as Broker Dealers being 
 expected to comply with FinCEN’s enhanced CDD  
 and AML  monitoring programs. 
- There’s been a lot of change in corporate 
 compliance cultures due to continued new 
  implementations such as HMDA, MiFID II, GDPR,
 whilst GRC is increasingly a norm in regulatory 
 frameworks.

Bonus Data:
Bonus averages as a percentage of above salary

www.jcwresourcing.com

Whilst this may seem an unusual combination of industries when reviewing the data sets 
we found that the salary, bonus, experience sought and reasons for leaving were so similar 
that they can fall into the same space for this report. These results are heavily effected by 
location (see page 12 for details).

Compliance: Mortgages/Insurance/Payments/MSB.
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Days to fill: Role         
release to offer made. 

Most popular hiring    
locations by state

Average salary wise when 
switching organizations

N/A 24

Most sought after skills
Candidate drivers for 
changing position

Priority Metrics
1) AML/KYC?BSA
 
2) Market Surveillance

3) Regulatory Implementations

4) Regulatory Affairs

5) Regulatory Change

1) New York
 
2) California (Los Angeles)

3) California (Los Angeles)

4) Texas (Dallas)

5) Florida (Miami)

1) Concerns on stability

2) Downsizing

3) Poor Work evnironment

4) Organizational change

5) Lack of progression available

Key Takeaways:
- Most firms involved with Crypto are attempting to 
  get ahead of the likely regulatory requirements, 
 hiring large compliance and risk teams.
- Crypto has seen rapid expansion, however, this  
  data set is small. We’ve taken around 1000 data   
 points to bring together this information from 
  a verity of Crypto trading desks, exchanges and 
 start ups. 
- For new firms it’s common to offer stock/options 
 allocation instead of a bonus but for many larger 
 firms bonuses are common though these vary 
 drastically depending on the location of the desk.
- We receive very mixed responses from candidates 
  when approaching them on Crypto opportunities. 
 Whilst some are excited about the prospect others 
 are nervous about the recent market downturn.  

Bonus Data:
Bonus averages as a percentage of above salary

www.jcwresourcing.com

The cryptocurreny space has seen incredible growth this year with almost every major 
bank looking at the potential of blockchain technology with some setting up trading desks 
surrounding cryptocurrency. We envisage this space growing hugely over the next few 
years. 

Compliance: Crypto.
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Salaries within the US market vary enormously dependent on location with New York and 
California coming in as the highest paying states. The below state chart shows the average
difference from the average salaries on the previous pages for each state.  

Salary by state.

JCW collated this data from 3 separate sources: Our conversations with 
candidates in the market, openings we have actively working on and offers 
that have been made to candidates we represent. This amounted to well 
over 125,000 data points in the past 12 months. Whilst we aim to make 
this data as accurate as possible due to the size of the data set, range of 
candidates, pay structure & benefits package available and locations on 
offer we can’t guarantee total accuracy. We do our best to be clear on 
industry trends and requirements so if you have questions, queries or industry trends and requirements so if you have questions, queries or 
require a more detailed analysis of a specific sector we are more than 
happy to listen to your needs and utilize the data within our system to give 
you the information you need. If you’d like further information get in touch 
with one of our consultants on 646 934 8400!

Comments on our data.
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Phone: 646 817 5716
Email: James.obrien@jcwresourcing.com

Paul McGuinness - Director: Compliance

James graduated from the University of Roehampton in James graduated from the University of Roehampton in 
2010. He began his headhunting career shortly thereafter, 
focusing on the risk and quantitative space for the finan-
cial services sector in London. Moving to New York in 
2015, James joined JCW to expand our risk practice and 
currently works across the United States on projects in 
the credit, market, operational, model and quantitative 
risk space. risk space. 

Phone: 646 517 8533
Email: Corey.Rague@jcwresourcing.com

Chris Markley - Principle Consultant: Compliance
Corey works within JCW’s Financial Services and 
Consulting practice focusing on Risk and Quantitative 
Analytics space. Corey, originally from New Jersey, 
studied philosophy at Providence College and was one of 
the first hires in JCW’s New 
York office. He has been with the firm since 2013 where York office. He has been with the firm since 2013 where 
he leads the Risk and 
Quantitative Analytics team.  

Kate Hickey - Consultant: Compliance

Phone: 646 517 8473
Email: Sean.Salamon@jcwresourcing.com

Meet the team:
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